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6TH  FEBRUARY

TR IP  TO

L 'ESCALA

HARMONY  CLASS

 

 

 

4TH  FEBRUARY

EARLY  YEARS

TR IP  TO  POL ICE

STAT ION

 

1 1 TH  FEBRUARY

TR IP  TO  THE  ZOO

EARLY  YEARS

 

10TH  FEBRUARY

WORKEXPER IENCE

POL ICE -STAT ION

HARMONY 'S  CLASS

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE

AND  SUZANNE  MCGINNIS  

 

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice with tracing lines and

cutting out figures from paper

have helped our students make

significant progress with

coordination and dexterity. 

 

It is very important to

encourage verbal skills

with young learners. This

is done by providing

opportunities to

describe, tell stories,

form questions and

discuss relevant topics.

Students are pictured

playing a talking game

describing the traits of

their neighbor.
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This week we took time to

review what we learned in

January.  In addition we

introduced conversation

starters to encourage

classroom discussions.  This

helps our learners to begin to

articulate new thoughts and

ideas.  

 

During our review of space,

students created a rocket by

cutting, sticking and gluing.

We also helped our students gain

a better understanding of the

solar system with educational

videos and songs.

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

We've been exploring

and learning our number

facts in Maths!

The last week in January already-

time is flying so fast! This week we

started our auditions for The Sound

of Music. We had to sing in front of

everybody and think about what part

we want to play in the musical.

I
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In Literacy we have been working on

descriptions and reading

comprehension. Year 3 have been

looking at celebrations from different

parts of the world, Year 2 have been

reading the adventures of the mice Sam

and Julia form the Mouse Mansion and

Year One have been concentrating on

handwriting this week. Lexi has done

lots of reading with them.

 

In Topic we looked at life  for roman

soldiers and we made paper soldier

models. This took a lot of scissor and

folding skill - but they've turned out all

right!

In Science we have been investigating

separating liquids by using filter paper

and water, and we became detectives

to discover the author of an anonymous

letter in black ink!

In Maths we have gone back to revising

number facts in Year 1 and 2, and Year 3

are continuing to learn their

multiplication tables.
 



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD  &  MACIEJ  ADAMCZYK

UPPER  PRIMARY
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This week we have been continuing on with

previous work in all subject areas. In science

we have been planning the packaging to

project our fragile gift. We will be designing

and making the packaging for ‘sending’ an

egg as the final part of our science unit.

In maths we continued our work on fractions. Our

focus was equivalent fractions. We designed pizzas

and choose our toppings carefully to show our

understanding of equivalent fractions.

 

In topic we have been studying the Roman social

hierarchy. We discussed who made all the important

decisions in this ancient civilisation. We then

discussed the different types of decisions that we can

make in our lives. On Friday we traveled to Barcelona

on Friday to visit the parliament of Catalona. We

learned all about the different decisions that are

made in this building for us as citizens of Catalona.

We will be learning more about this important

building next week in our Catalan and Castellano

classes.



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY

Student profile:
Andrea

Andrea is 13 years

old, she has a sister

called Carlota and a

dog called Buster. 

Andrea likes maths

and science,

especially the

subject of precious

metal reactions in

chemistry.
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Parliament Visit!
This week we are

visiting parliament

and are geared up

with curious

questions! 

We will learn about

the process of

parliament and the

different institutions

it works with. 

This gives the

students a greater

knowledge of wider

society and the role

of government.

Science
In science we are

over half way

through the years

course. The majority

of students are

working on

chemistry. We are

looking at metal

reactions with

various things such

as acids, water and

air. 

Year 10 is looking at

different types of

energy transfers such

as electricity into

kinetic energy. 


